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Next meeting
April 16, 2018

6:30 p.m., 
at Simmons First Bank, 

401 South Main Street in Searcy. 

The timing for such a

lesson was quite appropriate

with the Arkansas Writers’

Conference contests deadline

approaching April 20.

Her lesson guide is printed

as an attachment to this news-

letter.

April’s meeting will be a

session by Amanda Partridge

on "The Sound of Your

Writing."

This workshop is taken

from Ursula K. Le Guin's

Steering the Craft: A Twenty-

First Century Guide to Sailing

the Sea of Story.

She will reference LeGuin’s

book on the fundamental com-

ponents of narrative and prose

for experienced writers who

want to "clarify and intensify

certain elements" of their

writing.

The workshop will include

an activity, so be sure to bring

writing materials.

March’s lesson on contest writing 
should boost WCCW members’ 
chances of winning at 2018 AWC

Kim Vernon conducted a well-received session on

how to write for contests during the March meeting.

Vernon is a prolific contest writer with a wide range

in subject matter and different approaches to character

study and how to thicken the plot.
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Filter words are unnecessary

words that separate the reader

from the story’s action. They

come between the reader’s

experience and the character’s

point of view.

Cutting them will tighten up

your writing and move your

character forward more quickly.

Say your character, Annie, is

rushing to a bar to meet some

friends. You might write: Annie

wondered if she would get there

on time. The traffic seemed

heavier than usual and she

hesitated before crossing the

road.

A tighter edit might look like

this: Will I make it in time? The

traffic, heavier than usual,

slowed her steps.

Here are a few filter words to

avoid: felt, began, realized that,

knew instinctively, and anything

using the word “to” as in started

to, in order to, and was going to.



Court rules historical representation 
may now be altered

I’m not sure this is a good thing or bad thing for writers.

Concerning the movie, "Feud: Bette and Joan," Oscar-winning actress Olivia de

Havilland sued the film company for using her name and likeness without her

permission and for “damaging her reputation” by having the actress playing her,

Catherine Zeta-Jones, use the word “bitch” to describe De Haviland’s sister, the actress

Joan Fontain, which she claims she never did.

Cut to the bottom line: The court ruled that the 1st Amendment does not guarantee

individuals control over their own images and/or representation of them in movies.

"Producers of films and television programs may enter into 

agreements with individuals portrayed in those works for a 

variety of reasons, including access to the person's recollections 

or 'story' the producers would not otherwise have, or a desire 

to avoid litigation for a reasonable fee. But the 1st Amendment 

simply does not require such acquisition agreements." 

That grants you the right to portray real people as part of your story-line without

their permission and allows you to play loose with their characters, but do so at your

own peril.

My take on this is that the best approach is to present them to the public as they are

portrayed by the public. Bill Clinton is a manipulator and sexual predator, Donald

Trump is a loose cannon with his finger on the nuclear button, and Dianne Feinstein is

the “mouth that roared.”
Source support material by Los Angeles Times.

Using this photo as a 
story prompt, pick 

someone you know 
or heard about, 

maybe in real life or a 
movie, and write a 
fresh story about 

what you see here.




